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We characterize tame automorphisms of finitely generated abelian groups via a simple determinant
condition.
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0. Introduction

An automorphism of a finitely generated group is tame relative to a particular
generating set if it lifts to an automorphism of the free group. Tameness of an
automorphism depends on the presentation map (which is equivalent to the choice of a
finite generating set) - indeed we show in Proposition 1 that every automorphism is
tame relative to some presentation map. The issue becomes interesting when a
particular presentation map is specified. For example, a classical theorem of Nielsen
says that all automorphisms of a surface group are tame relative to the standard
presentation (see, e.g., [4]). It is elementary to show that all automorphisms of U are
tame relative to the standard presentation map (Proposition 2 below) and that the
same statement is false when torsion is present.

In this note we characterize automorphisms of finitely generated abelian groups that
are tame relative to the standard presentations. In particular, we prove the following
theorems (notation explained in Section 2 and Section 3).

Theorem 2. If'a : Tp -*• Tp is an automorphism of the abelian p-group

Tp a (Z,.,)ri © {Z^T 0 .. . © (Z^y

then a. is tame with respect to the standard presentation map Ep if and only if
dt((MJ) ±\(dk>)

Theorem 3. If G = T © F is a finitely generated abelian group (T the torsion
subgroup, F free abelian) and a.: G —* G is an automorphism, then a is tame with respect
to the standard presentation e if and only if aT, the restriction of a to T, is tame with
respect to eT.
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278 EDWARD C. TURNER AND DANIEL A. VOCE

1. Preliminaries

Definition 1. Let G be a finitely generated group and let Fr = F(au ...,ar) denote
the free group on r generators. Suppose that e : F, -*• G is a presentation map for the
group G and that a is an automorphism of G. A lift of a is an endomorphism
f} : Fr -»• FT which makes the following diagram commute:

Fr

e•I I
G - ^ G

We say that /? induces a. If there exists an automorphism /? that is a lift of a then a is
said to be tame with respect to E - otherwise a is said to be wild.

The following example shows that an automorphism of G may be tame with respect
to one presentation but wild with respect to another (and indicates how to produce
non-tame automorphisms when torsion is present).

Example 1. Let a : Z5 -*• Z5 by a(l) = 2 and consider the presentation maps
e, : F(a) -*• Z5 and e2 : F{a, b) -*• Z5 by £,(a) = e2(a) = 1, e2(b) = 3. Then a is clearly not
tame with respect to e, but with respect to e2, a lifts to the automorphism

l

The following proposition generalizes this example. The result was first proven by
Rapaport [3, Theorem 2] - we include a proof for completeness.

Proposition 1. Let a be an automorphism of G and e : F, —*• G be a presentation
map. Then there exists a presentation map e': Fj, -> G relative to which a is tame.

Proof. Choose words w,, y, in Fr = F(at,... ,ar) such that e(w,) = a(e(a,))
E(VI) — a"'(£(a,)). Consider the presentation map e': F{ax, ...,ar,bx,...,bT)-* G defined
by e'(ai) = £(ai) a n d e\b,) = e(v,) and define /?: F ( a , , . . . , ar, bu ..., br) ->
F(ai,...,ar,bl,...,br)by

a, i-» bjUf1 w, and fcf »-•• a,.

It is easy to check that {/?(a,),..., P(ar), P(b{),..., p(br)} is Nielsen equivalent to
{a , , . . . , ar, bt,..., br). (Nielsen equivalence of sets of a given cardinality in a group is
generated by the elementary equivalences of permutations, inversions and the
multiplication of one element by another. In a free group automorphisms are
characterized by the property that a basis is Nielsen equivalent to its image (see, e.g.,
Theorem 3.2 of [2] and the preceding discussion). Thus /? is an automorphism.
Furthermore, fl is a lift of a relative to e'. •
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If A is an abelian group, it is more convenient to work with an abelian presentation
map n :H' -*• A. Any abelian presentation map rj determines a presentation map £ in
the obvious way compatible with the map F(a,, . . . , ar)-> Zr given by a,i—><5,, (the
standard generators of II being <5,,..., 8r). The following elementary result implies that
for an abelian group A, tame automorphisms are precisely those that lift to
automorphisms of II.

Proposition 2. Any automorphism of Fr induces an automorphism of II. Conversely,
any automorphism of II is induced by an automorphism of Fr.

Proof. Since II = FJ[Fr, Fr] and [Fr, Fr] is characteristic the first claim is clear. Now
suppose we are given an automorphism /? of Zr. Given a basis of II we can represent /? by
an integral matrix, Mp. Since M^ is invertible, it is a product of elementary matrices, each
of which is induced by a Nielsen automorphism of Fr. Let P denote the product of these
Nielsen automorphisms. Then j? is an automorphism of Fr which induces /?. •

For the remainder of this note, all lifts of endomorphisms of an abelian group will
be with respect to the appropriate abelian presentation map unless otherwise stated.

2. Tame automorphisms of finite abelian p-groups

Definition 2. We denote by Tp a finite abelian p-group (p a prime) of rank r with
representation

Tp s* (Z^,)" © ( Z ^ r © ... 0 (Z^)r- 1 < k, < k2 < ... < kn, r =
i=\

T h e s t a n d a r d g e n e r a t o r s 5u...,8r o f U a r e m a p p e d t o t h e g e n e r a t o r s x , , . . . , x r o f
the cyclic factors of Tp under the standard abelian presentation map np which
corresponds to the standard presentation map ep : F(a, ar) -* Tp.

Suppose a is an endomorphism of Tp: for each ; there are integers a,7 (not unique)
such that

a(xj) = atjxt + a2jx2 + ... + arjxr.

The matr ix Mp = (av) represents a lift of a to U given by 0 : Zr ->• II via

Definition 3. Let M — (a,y) and M' = (fl-y) be r x r integral matr ices and pk be a
power of the prime p. We say M ~ ^ M' if a{j = a- (mod pk) for k > 1.
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280 EDWARD C. TURNER AND DANIEL A. VOCE

If B and p" induce the same endomorphism of Tp then M9

motivates the following definition.
(1 < i < kt). This

Definition 4. Let a be an endomorphism of Tp and let B be any lift of a. The matrix
(MJp, is obtained from Mp by reducing (mod p') (1 < i < k}). In general, (MJ^ will
not represent a lift of a.

Lemma 1. Let a be an endomorphism of Tp ^ (Z^,)" © (Z^2)
r2 © . . . © (Zp*,)r",

where r — 52"=i ri- Then there are r, x rt integral matrices At such that (M3)p has the
form

( A\

0/1,

* \
*

V o o o

Proof. Let /?: U -*• Zr be a lift of a. For a fixed j consider the generator <5; of Zr

and choose m such that sm_, <j<sm (sm = XX,, r,). The r-tuple B(8j) = (aljt..., arj)
represents the j ' h column of Mp. To prove the lemma we need only show that ai} — 0
(mod p) for i > sm. Since B is a lift of a, r]p(B(5j)) = a(xy), where x; is a generator of Tp

of order pkm defined above and a(x;) = (a i ; , . . . , arj) where a,-, = ais (mod pk'),
s,_, < i < s,. If i > sm then a,v represents an element of Z^, (t > m) of order dividing
pkm : thus pk'~km \ ay. D

Theorem 1. An endomorphism a. of Tp is an automorphism if and only if
det((Ma)p) / 0 (mod p).

Proof. (=>) Suppose a is an automorphism. Let n : Tp -*• Tp/pTp and let a denote
the automorphism induced by a on Tp/pTp ^ (Zp)

r. If B : Z' -*• Z' is any lift of a then
the following diagram commutes:

'I 1'
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It follows that the matrix obtained by reducing the entries of M9 (mod p) represents
the automorphism 5 relative to the standard basis of the Zp-vector space (Zp)

r. But any
matrix representing an automorphism of (Zp)

r must be invertible over Zp and so must
have a non-zero determinant in Zp [1].

(«=) Let 0 : II -*• U be a lift of a and let t, = £J=. r,. Denote the lower right t, x t,
submatrix of Me by MA and let /?, : Z'1 -*• Z'( be the corresponding map. Then /?,
induces an endomorphism /?, on (Z,*,)'1 obtained by reducing each entry of Mp. mod pk'.
Let Mj( denote this matrix. It represents /?, with respect to the standard basis of

Claim. For each i, /?, is an automorphism.

We shall prove that det(M^) is a unit in Z^,: invertibility then follows from the
classical adjoint formula for the inverse. It suffices to show that det(Mft) (mod p) is a
unit in Zp. Taking the determinant of an integral matrix and reducing it modulo p is
equivalent to first reducing the entries of the matrix modulo p and then taking the
determinant over Zp. We therefore need only show that the determinant of the lower
right
form

(j x tt submatrix of (MJ represents a unit of Zp. By Lemma 1, (MJ has the

/A,

0

0

* *

A2 *

0 AT,

* \

*

v 0 0 0 .. . Aj

Each Aj is an r, x r, matrix so the lower right t, x t, submatrix is given by

/A, * * .. . * \

0 AM

0 0

\ 0 0 0 . . . An/

Since J~]"=1 det(>4,) 9̂  0 (mod p) by Lemma 1, the claim is established.

Now let (w, wr) e Zr and suppose that wr))) = 0. If we denote
/?((w , wr)) = (z z,) then ^((z z,)) = 0 since /? is a lift of a. Thus
z, = 0 (mod pkm), sm_, < 1 < sm. Let (w,)^, represent w( (mod p*"1). By construction of /?,
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Since /?, is an automorphism we must have (w,)^, = 0 in Z/, and in particular
w, = . . . = wr| = 0 (mod p*1). Applying /J2 gives the equation

Thus wr|+, = .. . = wri+,2 = 0 (mod p*2). Repeating this process shows that
w, = 0 (mod p*"1), sm_, < i < sm and so ^((w,, . . . , wr)) = 0. We conclude that a is
injective. •

The proposition above is extended to finitely generated abelian groups in Section 3.
We now turn to the issue of classifying tame automorphisms of Tp.

Lemma 2. Suppose M is an r x r integral matrix. Then det(JVf) = ±1 (mod pk) if and
only if there exists an r x r integral matrix M' with M ~pt M' such that det(M') = ±1.

Proof. (<=) This is clear since det(M) = det(Af') (mod pk).
(=>•) Suppose det(M) = ±1 (mod pk). It is straightforward to show that if a new

matrix is obtained from M by a single elementary row (column) operation over Z then
the claim holds for this new matrix if and only if it holds for M (the new matrix will
still have determinant ±1 (mod pk)). Since Z is a Euclidean domain, M is row and
column equivalent to a diagonal matrix [1] and so we may assume that

M =

flu

0 a

0 0

0

0\

0

0 0 0

Consider the following matrices with integral variables T,:

A =

\Q 0

0

0
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and

(au+pkxx pkx2 p*T

•k - 0

M' =

P

0

0

U22

0

p\\

0

0

«r, )

We will solve for T, such that det(Af') = ±1. By assumption det(Af) — ±1 + pkm for
some integer m. Since det(M') = det(M) + pk det(A) — ±1 + p*wi + p* det(/4) we need
only solve for T, such that det(yl) = —m. We proceed by induction on the size of A with
the result clear if A is a 2 x 2 integral matrix (since gcd(a22, p

k) = 1 by assumption).
Then det(/l) is

P

0

\0 0

0

0

;r-l,-l /

± T, det

V
o
0

0

p

0

\0 0

... 0\

. . . 0

. . . 0

o P
k)

But gcd{arr,p
Kr °) = 1 so there are integers £, and £2 such that anlx ±£2p

kir~l) = -m.
Applying the induction hypothesis gives integers T, , . . . , tr_, such that the determinant
of the first matrix in the above equation is £,. Let iT — l2. •

Theorem 2. Let a be an automorphism ofTp^ (Z^, )ri © ^
a « tame w//A respect to ep if and only ifdet^MJ^,) = ±1 (mod p*')-

Proof. (=>) If a is an automorphic lift of a then det(Afs) = ±l . Recall that the
matrix (MJ^t, is derived by reducing the matrix of any lift modulo pkl. Hence
M-x ~p4, (Ma)^,. The implication follows from Lemma 2.

(«=) Recall that the rank of Tp is r = £"=1
 r. a n d t h a t s

m = E™ i r. f o r 1 < »« < w.
For r x r integral matrices write A ~ B if ai; = fcl7 (mod pk"), sm_, < i < sm. Both /4 and
B represents lifts of the same automorphism of Tp if and only if A ~ B. We say that /I
satisfies property P if there exists A' with det(/l') = ±1 such that A ~ /T. As before it
can be shown that if B is obtained from A by a single elementary column operation
over Z then /4 satisfies property P if and only if B does. Observe that elementary row
operations do not necessarily preserve property P since the relation ~ is a condition on
the rows of a matrix. Now suppose that /} is a lift of a and that M9 is its representative
matrix. We need only show M? satisfies property P. Since (M,)^ is obtained from Mp
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by reducing each entry modulo pk' and det^Af,,)^,) = ±1 (mod p1') it follows that
det(Mp) = ± 1 (mod pk'). From the remarks above we may assume, after some column
operations if necessary, that Mp has the form

M,=
•*22

0

0

0 \

0

For any integer T consider the matrix Ar ~

/a1 I+p*'T 0

AT =
a2i a22

0\

0

It suffices to solve for T SO that det(v4t) = ±1 (mod p'") for then we may alter /lt

modulo pk" by Lemma 2 to obtain a matrix A'x whose determinant is ±1. This shows
that M? satisfies property P. Let du — FJ[=| au and i^ = IT=2aH- Then

= ±1 + p*' m + pk' xdy, for some

If n = 1 we are done. Otherwise, (d^, pk" *') = 1 so there exists an x such that
xd^ — —m (mod pk"~k]). This completes the proof. •

3. Tame automorphisms of finitely generated abelian groups

Let T denote a finite abelian group of rank r. T has a standard decomposition

Each Tp. is the p,-torsion subgroup of rank r,, r = £"=1r,. Let r\p. : Zr/ -> 7^ be the
standard abelian presentation map of TPi as defined above. Then the map
nT = npi © . . . © rjPn : U —»• T is called the standard abelian presentation map of T.

If a is an endomorphism of T then a = a, © . .. © an where a, is the restriction of a
to TPj, and a is an automorphism if and only if each a, is an automorphism. In
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considering lifts /? of a with respect to nT, we can restrict ourselves to those that respect
this direct sum representation, so that /? = / ? , © . . . © /?„ where /?, is a lift of a, with
respect to r\p.. We may represent /? by an integral matrix of the form

0 0 \

0

V o o M,ft,/

Mp. is a matrix representing fl, and (M^)^ is obtained from this matrix by reducing each
entry mod p,. The a is an automorphism if and only if det((Ma.)Pi) ^ 0 (mod p,) for
each i.

One would expect that an automorphism of T is tame if and only if it restricts to
tame automorphisms of each of the p-subgroups. The following proposition shows that
this is indeed the case.

Proposition 3. Let T ^ Tpi © . . . © TPn be a finite abelian group where each Tpi is the
Pi-torsion subgroup. Then an automorphism a. is tame with respect to eT if and only if a.t,
the restriction of a to TPj, is tame with respect to epr

Proof. (=>) This is immediate since the following diagram commutes:

T —^ T

(<$=) If a,- is a lift of a, with respect to ePj then a, © . . . © an is a lift of a,
with respect to er . Also, the following diagram commutes:

. . . © xn

These two facts yield the desired result. •
Let G denote a finitely generated abelian group of rank r. Then G = T © F where

T is the torsion subgroup of rank r, and F is the free subgroup of rank r2, r = r, +r2.
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Let r\r : Z
r' ->• T be an abelian presentation of T as above and let r\F : Z'2 -*• F present

F in the obvious way. Then n = r\r © nF : Zr -*• G is called the standard abelian
presentation map of G and e, eT and eF are the associated presentation maps.

Let a be an endomorphism of G and suppose /? is a lift of a with respect to e. Denote
the restriction of a to T by a r and let ocF denote the composition
F-^+T®F-^-T®F-^*F. Since T represents the torsion subgroup, <xT : T -*• T. If
we write U ^ Zr' © Z'2 then M, has the form

M.=

A is an integral matrix inducing ccT and C is an integral matrix inducing aF. We show
that a is an automorphism of G if and only if A satisfies the determinant condition on
finite abelian groups given above and det(C) = ±1.

Proposition 4. Let G be a finitely generated abelian group and let a. be an
endomorphism of G. Then a. is an automorphism if and only if <xT and aF are
automorphisms.

Proof. (=>) That a r must be an automorphism is well known. Since T is an
invariant subgroup a induces an isomorphism a : (T © F)/T -*• (T © F)/T. Consider
the map q> : F -*• (T © F)/T given by cp(f) = (0,/). Then cp is also an isomorphism and
it is easy to check that <xF = cp~la<p.

(«=) Define y to be the composition F -?-*• T © F —*• T © F -̂ -> T. Then a is given
by

If (5 denotes the composition a^'ya^1, then the map j? given by

represents the inverse to a. •

Since any automorphism of a free abelian group is tame, it is not surprising that
the issue of tameness of an automorphism of G depends only on its restriction to the
torsion subgroup.torsion subgroup

Theorem 3. Let G = T © F be a finitely generated abelian group and let a be an
automorphism of G. Then a. is tame with respect to e if and only ifaT, the restriction of a.
to the torsion subgroup T, is tame with respect to eT.
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Proof. (=>) Suppose a is an automorphism lifting a. We have shown that we can
represent a by a matrix M5:

Then A is an integral matrix inducing ar. Since a is an automorphism of a free abelian
group, det(/4) det(C) = ±1. In particular, A represents an automorphic lift of ccT.

(«=) Let P be a lift of a and suppose that M$ = I „ _ I as usual. Since a is an

automorphism, det(C) = ±1 by Proposition 4. If A' is an integral matrix representing

an automorphic lift of aT then the matrix ( . „ I represents an automorphic lift

of a. •
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